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The first time I saw about this scholarship, what came on my mind that time is why not should I
try. And yes, I tried it. Still remember the interview session that went so well. We had this one
video call interview. Actually, that was the first time, I had that kind of interview session. Nervous,
that describes me the most, but Alhamdulillah I managed to be one of the scholars among all
those who applied. Million thanks to Syaza, the one who behind all this. Such a bless that I know
you and this scholarship from you was and still a very big help in my journey in my degree life.

Coming from a very moderate family. Not that rich or that poor. But as an eldest one, I guess it is
a very huge responsibility on my shoulders. The scholarship that I received from Radiance21
reduced some of the burden. The money that I received every semester, I used it for my study
fees. Yes, I am one of the PTPTN recipients but living in this challenging world is not that easy.
Frankly speaking, it was not enough to just depending on the PTPTN allowance itself. The
Radiance21 scholarship is my savior as I used it for half of my fees.

Not only that, but what make me more grateful is when I was chosen to represent the country for
one mobility program under an ERASMUS+. I was fully sponsored for the program but for me to
receive the grant take quite some time. I asked for Syaza’s help and she was more willing to help
me. I received my money for my preparation to go Latvia for the ERASMUS+ program. Six months
there and I came back here to further my study in UKM. Everything goes well, and I am currently
preparing for my final exam. One more semester left which is my final semester as well as my
practical semester. I am going to school as a practical teacher soon this coming February. Yippi!!
May I do great in it ><

Before I end my writing, I just want to say it is such a bless and wonderful experience I got from
being part of Radiance21. Syaza, she helped me and still help me a lot. A very great person who
cares about others yes thank you Syaza for this precious help. It does make my life easier and
yes it contributes more in my university life. Again, thanks to Syaza and those who involve in this
conditionally or unconditionally.

